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Executive Summary 

The objective of task 3.4, which is to define the content of the event related tools an develop the tools, has 

been fulfilled. This report describes the two event-related tools and summarizes the relevant content 

developed. 

Both ”Let’s build our SFSC chain” and “Let’s meet!” will have a positive impact on triggering and boosting 

connections between producers and consumers/other users of the products, if widely communicated to 

relevant stakeholders so that they will use the tools subsequently. The sustainability plan for the continuation 

of the Toolbox after the end of the project will also support this. 
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1. Introduction 

Only 15% of the EU farms sell more than half of their products directly to consumers and there are significant 

differences between the 12 Beacon Regions. The overall aim in agroBRIDGES is to contribute to an increase 

in this share by developing a toolbox, which can make it easier to establish a short food supply chain.  

The goal of WP3 is to develop the agroBRIDGES Toolbox that will allow connecting not only producers and 

consumers, but also promote a multi-actor dialogue and cooperation towards the improvement of producer 

market position.  

The agroBRIDGES Toolbox is the key instrument that will allow all actors to effectively implement and support 

SFSCs. Customised access according to the actor profile will be developed as well as a set of tools that will 

aim to create awareness and provide training, capacity building and practical support to all actors. These are: 

• Communication materials such as a white paper, videos, a handbook, a set of 3 webinars, social 

media campaigns, guidelines, and infographics. 

• Training programmes: two programmes (one for procurers and other for producers), built on e-

learning materials. 

• agroBRIDGES Decision Support Tool for (1) business model decision support; (2) Unique Selling 

Points (USP) identification; (3) profiling, forum and connections for crowdfunding; (4) smart 

distribution; and (5) infrastructure sharing. This will be developed involving end-users from national 

multi-actor platform (MAP) to properly address their needs and make them user-friendly. 

• Online regional event for SFSC building, paying special attention to distributors and retailers. 

• Event organisation guidelines. 

The objective of “Task 3.4 Development of event related tools” is to define the content of the event related 

tools an develop the tools. 

This report describes the two event-related tools and summarizes the relevant content developed.  

The event-related tools task consists of two parts: 

• Let’s build our SFSC chain (desk research on matchmaking platforms) 

• Let’s meet! (developing guidelines and templates for events) 

The guidelines and templates developed for the “Let's Meet!” tool can be found in the Annexes to 

this report. Both event tools “Let’s build our SFSC chain” and “Let's Meet!” will be available in the 

agroBRIDGES toolbox on agrobridges.eu in English and 12 local languages. 

 

2. Format for “Let’s build our SFSC chain” regional online event 

’Let’s build our SFSC chain’ is an online event where producers and the rest of the agri-food industry 

can participate to do some networking and spot new partners for SFSC, especially distributors and 

retailers. This will support producers for opportunities presented by collaboration, such as 

economies of scale. 
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There will be one event in each Beacon Region as part of WP4: agroBRIDGES Toolbox validation - 

Task 4.3: Event type tools validation in Beacon Regions in M25-M28. The task in WP3 consists of 

deciding the format and the platform on which the event is to be held. 

Figure 1 shows the decision process for the format. The orange parts represent the tasks that are 

part of WP3, while the green parts are beyond WP3 but connected to this task. 

Please notice that this is not at tool, but an event that helps the actors in the chain to meet and start 

collaboration. We will include at short guide and some suggestions for online matchmaking platform 

if the actors want to organise their own event in the future. But it is not to be considered a tool. 

 

Figure 1: DECISION PROCESS FOR THE FORMAT OF “LET’S BUILD OUR SFSC CHAIN” 

 

 

2.1 Analysis of web services for online matchmaking events 

A desk research was conducted to uncover which web services offer a platform for online 

matchmaking events. At the same time, this initial study revealed basic features of the platforms, 

such as the possibility of virtual meetings and a mobile app. This resulted in a list of 28 different 

providers of matchmaking platforms. This list was sent to the partners in the agroBRIDGES project, 

so they had the opportunity to comment if they had experience with any of the platforms - or 

knowledge of platforms that were not on the list. The initial survey did not include the price, as all 

platforms offered a meeting, to provide a tailored price quote. 

M11-16
• Analysis of web services for online matchmaking events

M17
• Choise of suitable platform provider

M18
• Introduction Webinar for partners (short presentation)

M18
• Scenarioes and final choice of platform provider 

M24
• Introduction Webinar for partners (instructional)

M25-M28
• 12 regional "Let's build our SFSC" online events
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Subsequently, reviews, comments and references from the partners and comparisons were 

examined. Here, the comparison platforms Capterra and G2 were used. Based on this information, 

five of the providers were chosen to advance to the 2nd round. The five providers are: 

• B2match 

• Hubilo 

• Brella 

• Vimeet 

• Swapcard 

In the 2nd round, an online meeting was held with each of the five providers, where they had the 

opportunity to present their product and argue for compatibility with our needs. Prior to the 

meetings, they received this short description of our project and the events we aim to organise: 

In the agroBRIDGES project we are planning 12 online events to match food producers with 

distributors and retailers in their region in order to build short food supply chains. The events are 

organised regionally so the matchmaking tool must be plug-and-play easy to use. The number of 

participants will vary from each region, but we expect an average around 50. We would appreciate 

an offer indicating the price level for your solution. 

2.2 Choice of suitable platform provider 

The platforms B2match, Vimeet and Hubilo turned out to be significantly more expensive than the 

others, which is why they were quickly deselected. The offers from the 2 remaining platforms were 

very similar in terms of both features and price. Therefore, the choice ultimately fell on the platform 

Brella based on the fact that they have a very clear pricing structure and a set of guiding materials 

that can be used in the project. 

2.3 Introduction Webinars for partners 

According to the DoA, a small webinar will be held about the project prior to the matchmaking event, with 

the participation of all partners and coordinated by FBCD as task leader. Since there is a large time gap 

between the choice of provider (M18) and the holding of the events themselves (M25-M28), we have chosen 

to hold a very short webinar in M18, where Brella presents the platform and the relevant features for all 

partners in the project. In M24, we will organize a more comprehensive introductory webinar, where the 

partners will be instructed in the use of the platform. Material in the form of process descriptions and guides 

(video or pdf) will be made available from the platform provider prior to the webinar. Brella will also provide 

support before, during and after our ‘Let’s build our SFSC chain’ regional events. The webinars will be 

recorded to ensure information sharing between service provider and the partners. 

2.4 Organisation of 12 "Let's build our SFSC" events 

The 12 Beacon Region Leaders, in the frame of Task 4.3, will organise one "Let's build our SFSC" event in their 

region. The partners will prepare and organise the events using the guidelines of the matchmaking platform 

https://www.b2match.com/
https://www.hubilo.com/
https://www.brella.io/
https://www.vimeet.events/en/
https://www.swapcard.com/
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provider and will generate relevant organisation material. The events will be announced in the agroBRIDGES 

toolbox and participants will be invited. After the event organisation, relevant material, outcomes and 

lessons learnt from each country will be available in the agroBRIDGES toolbox to inspire others to create their 

own events.  

 

3. Format for “Let’s Meet!” tool for events organisation 

A set of practical hands-on support tools for farmers, local producers and other event organisers have been 

developed, to make it easier for them to connect with consumers and other users of their products, such as 

cafes, restaurants, public kitchens and others. These event guidelines and templates can be used for the 

users’ own organisation of: 

• Culinary events  

• Open days 

• Producer events 

• Celebrating local SFSC – local heroes 

The main aim is to assist all actors in an actual implementation and participation in SFSC and thereby build 

the bridge between European producers and consumers.  

The guidelines and templates will, like the other agroBRIDGES tools, be available in the agroBRIDGES toolbox 

on the website “agrobridges.eu” in the local languages of the 12 Beacon Regions: 

1. Greek 

2. Irish 

3. Finnish 

4. Dutch 

5. Italian 

6. Spanish 

7. Polish 

8. Turkish 

9. French 

10. Latvian 

11. Lithuanian 

12. Danish 

They become available in the local languages to stimulate a broad use of all guidelines and 

templates. Furthermore, the overall idea is to make the organisation of the above four types of 

events as easy as possible for farmers and producers, who are often very busy running their daily 

business and often with a relatively small staff. This means that in many cases they do not have 

dedicated employees with specialized competencies within marketing, event management, etc. 

Depending on their current experience in organising events and marketing in general, the need for this 

assistance with guidance and available templates will vary. Some will need the very basic support to get 
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started, and others may need inspiration to make more professional communication material or just need 

inspiration for a new layout. Whatever their needs are, there has been a focus on creating easy-to-use 

templates that can be customized with organizers’ own logo and other specific needs, such as image and text 

replacement. 

Getting started with the above-mentioned activities will bring producers and consumers/users in closer 

dialog with each other. It will allow consumers to express their needs so producers can spot consumer driven 

opportunities. It will support Community creation and in general face-to-face contact and communication. 

Beacon Region leaders will validate the “Let’s meet!” tool event guidelines and templates as part of 

WP4: agroBRIDGES Toolbox validation - Task 4.3: Event type tools validation in Beacon Regions in 

M25-M28. Each Beacon Region leader will select at least one event from the list and organise it at 

regional level involving all stakeholders. 

3.1 Culinary events 

Farmers and/or producers are encouraged to make their own culinary event and to create their own program 

to reach out to all the consumers and customers, which they find interesting to interact with, when 

developing their business. Some examples of Culinary events are listed in the guidelines for the users’ 

inspiration. 

For the Culinary events organisation the following materials have been developed: 

• Guidelines 

• Templates for 

o Invitation  

o List of participants 

o Programme 

o Event promotional material 

Guidelines and templates can be found in Annex 1. 

3.2 Open days 

When farmers and/or food producers are selling their products directly to customers on-site or close to their 

production locations, they improve transparency and trust, and contribute to minimising food waste.  As it 

seems that consumers will continue to favour e-commerce as one of many ways to shop, “Open day” events 

could also be a chance to have face-to-face meetings with this group of customers. “Open day” events are in 

general a good chance to improve transparency and trust. 

For organisation of Open days, the following materials have been developed: 

• Guidelines 

• Templates for 

o Invitation  

o List of participants 

o Programme 

o Event promotional material 
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Guidelines and templates can be found in Annex 2. 

3.3 Producer events 

At Producer events, customers can be guided to understand and experience the holistic quality of local food 

production, and some of the practical challenges in the transition to a more direct business relationship can 

be overcome with a direct dialogue and use of new business models. Some examples of Producer events are 

listed in the guidelines for the users’ inspiration. 

For organisation of Producer events the following materials have been developed: 

• Guidelines 

• Templates for 

o Invitation  

o List of participants 

o Programme 

o Event promotional material 

Guidelines and templates can be found in Annex 3. 

3.4 Celebrating local SFSC – local heroes 

The goal is to make heroes out of farmers and food producers who try to have more sustainable food 

production and shortening the food supply chain. To better understand the mechanisms of the development 

in food production and to stimulate acceleration of development of more sustainable food production and 

short food supply chains, farmers and producers are encouraged to pay a tribute to the individuals and/or 

companies that make a difference. 

For Celebrating local heroes contributing to SFSCs the following materials have been developed: 

• Guidelines 

• Templates for 

o Local heroes announcement 

o List of participants 

o Event promotional material 

Guidelines and templates can be found in Annex 4. 

4. Conclusion 

In the agroBRIDGES project, event related tools are part of the Toolbox developed. In this deliverable, the 

development of these tools has been described and the selection process of the matchmaking tools defined. 

In addition, the content for implementing such on events have been presented as a format of guidelines and 

different templates suitable for different types of events. 

Both ”Let’s build our SFSC chain” and “Let’s meet!” will have a positive impact on triggering and boosting 

connections between producers and consumers/other users of the products, if widely communicated to 

relevant stakeholders so that the stakeholders actually will use the tools. The sustainability plan for the 

continuation of the Toolbox after the end of the project will also support this. 
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Annex with the guidelines and templates 

Annex 1: Guidelines and templates for “Culinary events” 

Annex 2: Guidelines and templates for “Open days” 

Annex 3: Guidelines and templates for “Producer events” 

Annex 4: Guidelines and templates for “Celebrating SFSC - local heroes” 
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Annex 1: Guidelines and templates for “Culinary events” 

  



 

 
 

 
 

 
“Building bridges between consumers and producers by 

supporting short food supply chains through a 
systemic, holistic, multi-actor approach-based 

Toolbox” 

(Grant Agreement 101000788) 

 

  

Guidelines for organising your own culinary events 

This project has received funding from the European 

Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme 

under Grant Agreement N° 101000788 



 

Organise your own Culinary Event! 
 

Make your own culinary event – maybe in collaboration with a few (or several 

other) farmers and food producers or event makers. Create your own program 

to reach all the consumers and customers you find interesting to interact with 

when developing your business. 

You find many culinary events around the world. Some attract international 

visitors and others local consumers, food professionals and others from mainly 

the local area or region.  

Examples of culinary events: 

✓ Local Cooking - skilled restaurants from a local area compete to make 

the best dish with local ingredients. The restaurants are judged by both a 

professional panel of judges and 200 guests who participate in a dinner 

event → local ingredients, restaurants and cooking educations are 

promoted.  

✓ Pop Up Restaurants → local restaurants and ingredients are promoted, 

and consumers connect with the restaurants and ingredients suppliers, 

but also restaurants and ingredients suppliers experience the benefits of 

direct cooperation. 

✓ Copenhagen Cooking is an annual food festival celebrating the capital's 

food scene. Over the course of ten days chefs, restaurants, gastro-nerds, 

cultural institutions and foodies join forces to celebrate the city’s vibrant 

food scene → many sub-events are promoted, many different actors in 

the food related businesses join forces during the festival and have the 

option to continue the new “friendships” after the festival. 

Culinary events are a well-known way to connect food producers with 

consumers and other customers. 

Remember that you can download templates for invitations, 
programmes, and social media graphics. 

Please notice that the templates are examples which you can change 
to meet your requirements both in terms of colours, text and images. 

 

 

  

Remember to insert your own logo on the templates: position the mouse over the logo object and 

right click to replace with your own logo  

 



 

 

What How/where When 

Create your own concept 

and program to reach all 

the consumers and 

customers you find 

interesting to interact with 

when developing your 

business. 

 

Develop your own concept for 

the day(s) including e.g.: 

• Venue 

• Participants  

(presenters/co-organisers 

and guests) 

• Activities 

• Key take aways 

In due to time to be able 

to involve other co-

organisers and keynote 

speakers (if any) and 

book the venue (if not 

your own). It could be 6 

– 12 months before the 

event depending on the 

complexity and how 

busy the venue is. 

Create your final program You need a final program to 

distribute. 

Most people are busy, 

the sooner you invite 

them to participate, the 

more likely it is to attract 

your preferred target 

group of consumers/ 

users. Could be 60 days. 

Save the date Send email to contacts / 

subscribers  

News on homepage(s) 

Press release 

On SoMe  

In due time before the 

event e.g., 60 - 90 days 

before the event. 

Set up the event online  

 

Facebook 

LinkedIn 

60 - 90 days before the 

event. 

Set up registration You can have your own, very 

simple registration on email, by 

phone or other manual ways. 

Which may be too time 

consuming, depending on how 

many participants you expect. 

Or you can use a platform: 

Eventbrite or other platforms 

 



 

Eventbrite is a ticketing and event 

technology platform that helps 

businesses organize and sell tickets 

to events online — while helping 

people discover events that fuel 

their passions. 

Remember Information about GDPR 

When registering for this event, I am 

informed that [insert company name] 

stores information about me in its 

customer register. I am also aware that 

some of my information will be shared in 

connection with the handing out of a list of 

participants to the participants, to donors, 

to the venue and to the speakers at the 

event I am registered for. By registering for 

this event, I accept that [insert company 

name] may contact me regarding other 

relevant, professional events, 

opportunities and evaluations. Read our 

data policy at [insert link to your data 

policy]   

Reminders Send out reminders on: 

email to contacts / subscribers  

homepage(s) 

SoMe 

You may even want to 

“handpick” important 

consumer/users for a 

more direct contact if 

they have not registered 

for your event. Please 

notice that this may be a 

time-consuming activity. 

Marketing material 

 

If you need signs, roll ups or 

banners in the event area, order 

in due time.  

If you need photos and/or 

videos during the event, decide 

whether you have the necessary 

skills in your own organisation or 

need external assistance. 

Investigate options for external 

help and book accordingly. 

You know the deadlines 

at your local suppliers or 

will have to ask them. 



 

Working and staffing plan 

for the event. 

You may have your own staff 

and co-organiser’s staff 

available for the event, but it 

could make good sense to make 

a working plan and a staffing 

plan anyway. 

If necessary, book external 

assistance. 

In due time before the 

event. 

Evaluation of the event It may be beneficial for you to 

know whether the value (the 

outcome) of the event is high 

enough to justify the investment 

in organising the event again or 

whether you should optimise the 

concept. Maybe you do not want 

to do it again. 

After the event. 

 



CULINARY 

EVENT

17 September 2022

14:00 – 19:00 pm.

Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

Take part in our local cooking events!

On 17 September we present delicious food events

throughout the city together with a number of the

city's best and most talented food people. We want to

create a diverse program so that guests can explore

our city’s diverse range of food experiences.

If you are a restaurant, shop, market, producer,

cultural institution or other, and you want to

contribute with good food experiences in our city, you

can submit a suggestion for an event. Everyone can

register for an event, if you have a good idea.

If you already have a great idea, feel free to register

your event below. Deadline for registering an event is

17 June.

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region

Connecting local food producers with 

consumers and customers



Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Name Company



CULINARY EVENT
17 September 2022

Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

14:00-14:30
REGISTRATION AND WELCOME

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

14:30-15:30
ACTIVITY 2

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

15:30-16:30
ACTIVITY 3

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

16:30-17:00
ACTIVITY 4

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

18:00-19:00
ACTIVITY 5

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
M

E



CULINARY 

EVENT

17 September 2022

14:00 – 19:00 h

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region

Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

- Connecting local food producers with 

consumers and customers
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Annex 2: Guidelines and templates for “Open days” 

  



 

 
 

 
 

 
“Building bridges between consumers and producers by 

supporting short food supply chains through a 
systemic, holistic, multi-actor approach-based 

Toolbox” 

(Grant Agreement 101000788) 

 

Guidelines for organising your own Open Days 

This project has received funding from the European 

Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation 

Programme under Grant Agreement N° 101000788 



 

Organise your own Open Days! 

 

When you as a farmer and/or food producer are selling your products directly to 

customers on-site or close to your production locations, you improve 

transparency and trust, and contribute to minimising food waste.  

 

As it seems that consumers will continue to favour e-commerce as one of many 

ways to shop, “Open day” events could also be a chance to have face2face 

meetings with this group of costumers. 

 

“Open day” events are a good chance to improve transparency and trust, and 

contribute to minimising food waste by: 

• Presenting a wide range of local products – or some specific products 

• Making direct information available about the origin of the products and 

cultivation conditions etc. 

• Demonstrating high-quality of products, fair prices, and accessibility 

• Sharing first-hand experience in relation to product knowledge and 

traceability 

• Establishing/improving Producer - Consumer interaction in general 

• Making high quality, fresh and healthy food available 

 

 

Remember that you can download templates for invitations, 
programmes, and social media graphics. 

Please notice that the templates are examples which you can change 
to meet your requirements both in terms of colours, text and images. 

 

Remember to insert your own logo on the templates: position the mouse over the logo object 

and right click to replace with your own log 

 

Remember to insert your own logo on the templates: position the mouse over the logo object and 

right click to replace with your own logo  

 



 

 

 

 

What How/where When 

Create your own concept 

and program to reach all 

the consumers and 

customers you find 

interesting to interact with 

when developing your 

business. 

 

Develop your own concept for 

the day(s) including defining: 

• Which part of your 

business/site do you want 

to open for consumers/ 

users of your products? 

• Participants such as: 

o presenters 

o gourmet chefs 

o other actors 

o co-organisers  

o guests 

o others 

• Activities 

o Meet the animals 

o See the plant 

production 

o See the processing 

of the products 

o Taste the food 

o Demonstration of 

use (or alternative 

use) of your 

products 

o Others 

• Number of visitors – what 

is your capacity? 

• Key take aways 

In due to time to be able 

to involve other co-

organisers and actors (if 

any) and prepare your 

business or site for 

visits. It could be 6 – 12 

months before the event 

depending on the 

complexity and how 

busy you are in different 

seasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you serve food, check 

in advance, and make 

sure you comply with 

local food regulations. 

Create your final program You need a final program to 

distribute. 

Most people are busy, 

the sooner you invite 

them to participate, the 

more likely it is to attract 

your preferred target 



 

group of consumers/ 

users. Could be 60 days. 

You may also have 

guest who will decide on 

the day whether they will 

visit your farm or 

production site and then 

it will of course make 

good sense to keep 

informing about your 

event. 

Save the date Send email to contacts / 

subscribers  

News on homepage(s) 

Press release 

On SoMe  

In due time before the 

event e.g., 60 - 90 days 

before the event. 

Set up the event online  

 

Facebook 

LinkedIn 

60 - 90 days before the 

event. 

Set up registration You can have your own, very 

simple registration on email, by 

phone or other manual ways. 

Which may be too time 

consuming, depending on how 

many participants you expect. 

 

Or you can use a platform: 

Eventbrite or other platforms 

Eventbrite is a ticketing and event 

technology platform that helps 

businesses organize and sell tickets 

to events online — while helping 

people discover events that fuel 

their passions. 

Remember Information about GDPR 

When registering for this event, I am 

informed that [insert company name] 

stores information about me in its 

customer register. I am also aware that 

 



 

some of my information will be shared in 

connection with the handing out of a list of 

participants to the participants, to donors, 

to the venue and to the speakers at the 

event I am registered for. By registering for 

this event, I accept that [insert company 

name] may contact me regarding other 

relevant, professional events, 

opportunities and evaluations. Read our 

data policy at [insert link to your data 

policy]   

Reminders Send out reminders on: 

email to contacts / subscribers  

homepage(s) 

SoMe 

You may even want to 

“handpick” important 

consumer/users for a 

more direct contact if 

they have not registered 

for your event. Please 

notice that this may be a 

time-consuming activity. 

Marketing material 

 

If you need signs, roll ups or 

banners in the event area, order 

in due time.  

If you need photos and/or 

videos during the event, decide 

whether you have the necessary 

skills in your own organisation or 

need external assistance. 

Investigate options for external 

help and book accordingly. 

You know the deadlines 

at your local suppliers or 

will have to ask them. 

Working and staffing plan 

for the event. 

You may have your own staff 

and co-organiser’s staff 

available for the event, but it 

could make good sense to make 

a working plan and a staffing 

plan anyway. 

If necessary, book external 

assistance. 

In due time before the 

event. 

Evaluation of the event It may be beneficial for you to 

know whether the value (the 

outcome) of the event is high 

After the event. 



 

enough to justify the investment 

in organising the event again or 

whether you should optimise the 

concept. Maybe you do not want 

to do it again. 

 



OPEN DAYS
Visit my farm

17-18 September 2022

15:00 – 17:00 pm.

Come and visit our farm and get a taste of our fresh

and locally produced milk and cheese.

You will have the opportunity to come and meet our

family and see how we produce your milk and

cheese here at the farm. We will also take you on a

farm tour, where you can meet the cows and last but

not least, we have arranged fun activities for children

such as a bouncy castle.

Food and refreshments will be available to buy, or

you can bring your own food.

Everyone is welcome so feel free to bring friends and

family!!

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region

Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 



Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Name Company



Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

OPEN DAYS
17 + 18 September 2022

15:00-15:30
REGISTRATION AND WELCOME

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

15:30-16:00
ACTIVITY 2

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

16:00-16:30
ACTIVITY 3

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

16:30-17:00
ACTIVITY 4

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region
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OPEN DAYS

Visit my farm

17-18 September 2022

15:00 – 17:00 h

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region

Learn more on www.company.com
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Annex 3: Guidelines and templates for “Producer events” 

  



“Building bridges between consumers and producers by 
supporting short food supply chains through a 
systemic, holistic, multi-actor approach-based 

Toolbox”

(Grant Agreement 101000788) 

Guidelines for organising your own Producer Events 

This project has received funding from the European 

Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme 

under Grant Agreement N° 101000788 



 

Organise your own Producer Event! 
 

SFSC is a unique way to reconnect food users and food producers by providing 

both fresh and high-quality products at affordable prices. At Producer events, 

customers can be guided to understand and experience the holistic quality of 

local food production, and some of the practical challenges in the transition to a 

more direct business relationship can be overcome with a direct dialogue and 

use of new business models. 

 

An example of producer events is: 

✓ B2B Taste markets  

Many small and medium-sized producers of farm and regional products 

are not strong or big enough to deliver large quantities of their products 

to some of the food users like institutional kitchens or distribute to many 

restaurants to make the cost of distribution competitive. Therefore, local 

farmers and farm companies may benefit from strengthening their own 

sales by entering collaborations with a joint approach and coordinated 

delivery of local products to this type of customers. At B2B markets a 

group of food producers can invite a specific group of selected customers 

to participate to make the event dedicated and efficient for all parties. 

✓ Meet the Producer – Local Food Open Event 

Producers are coming together to meet consumers and show what is on 

offer at an informal, drop-in ‘market style’ event. Consumers can find out 

more about what local foods are, have samples of food and drinks, find 

out how and where they can buy local produce and meet the producers 

who supply local ingredients. A range of dedicated local producers will be 

on-hand to let consumers, taste, buy and learn about their local wares. 

The producer event is combined with a local, easy to use click-and-

collect service offered by 30 producers. 

 

Remember that you can download templates for invitations, 
programmes, and social media graphics. 

Please notice that the templates are examples which you can change 
to meet your requirements both in terms of colours, text and images. 

  

Remember to insert your own logo on the templates: position the mouse over the logo object and 

right click to replace with your own logo  

 



 

 

What How/where When 

Create your own concept 

and program to reach all 

the consumers and 

customers you find 

interesting to interact with 

when developing your 

business. 

 

Develop your own concept for 

the day(s) including e.g.: 

• Venue 

• Participants  

(presenters/co-organisers 

and guests) 

• Activities 

• Key take aways 

In due to time to be able 

to involve other co-

organisers and keynote 

speakers (if any) and 

book the venue (if not 

your own). It could be 6 

– 12 months before the 

event depending on the 

complexity and how 

busy the venue is. 

Create your final program You need a final program to 

distribute. 

Most people are busy, 

the sooner you invite 

them to participate, the 

more likely it is to attract 

your preferred target 

group of consumers/ 

users. Could be 60 days. 

Save the date Send email to contacts / 

subscribers  

News on homepage(s) 

Press release 

On SoMe  

In due time before the 

event e.g., 60 - 90 days 

before the event. 

Set up the event online  

 

Facebook 

LinkedIn 

60 - 90 days before the 

event. 

Set up registration You can have your own, very 

simple registration on email, by 

phone or other manual ways. 

Which may be too time 

consuming, depending on how 

many participants you expect. 

Or you can use a platform: 

Eventbrite or other platforms 

 



 

Eventbrite is a ticketing and event 

technology platform that helps 

businesses organize and sell tickets 

to events online — while helping 

people discover events that fuel 

their passions. 

Remember Information about GDPR 

When registering for this event, I am 

informed that [insert company name] 

stores information about me in its 

customer register. I am also aware that 

some of my information will be shared in 

connection with the handing out of a list of 

participants to the participants, to donors, 

to the venue and to the speakers at the 

event I am registered for. By registering for 

this event, I accept that [insert company 

name] may contact me regarding other 

relevant, professional events, 

opportunities and evaluations. Read our 

data policy at [insert link to your data 

policy]   

   

Reminders Send out reminders on: 

email to contacts / subscribers  

homepage(s) 

SoMe 

You may even want to 

“handpick” important 

consumer/users for a 

more direct contact if 

they have not registered 

for your event. Please 

notice that this may be a 

time-consuming activity. 

Marketing material 

 

If you need signs, roll ups or 

banners in the event area, order 

in due time.  

If you need photos and/or 

videos during the event, decide 

whether you have the necessary 

skills in your own organisation or 

need external assistance. 

Investigate options for external 

help and book accordingly. 

You know the deadlines 

at your local suppliers or 

will have to ask them. 



 

Working and staffing plan 

for the event. 

You may have your own staff 

and co-organiser’s staff 

available for the event, but it 

could make good sense to make 

a working plan and a staffing 

plan anyway. 

If necessary, book external 

assistance. 

In due time before the 

event. 

Evaluation of the event It may be beneficial for you to 

know whether the value (the 

outcome) of the event is high 

enough to justify the investment 

in organising the event again or 

whether you should optimise the 

concept. Maybe you do not want 

to do it again. 

After the event. 

 



PRODUCER 
EVENT

17 September 2022

14:00 – 19:00 h

Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

This producer event is the ideal opportunity to find

new tasteful raw materials and delicacies for your

business. Are you a chef, food professional,

wholesaler, purchaser, owner of a catering, delicacy

or retail business? Take this opportunity and discover

the tastiest products from your region.

REASONS TO JOIN THE EVENT

• Taste delicious products from your our own region

• Meet and talk to the producers - and find out the

story behind the products

• By choosing local suppliers you are limiting the

number of links in the food chain and contributing

to a more sustainable food system

• We have handpicked 50 exhibitors with special

products for you.

• An opportunity lay the foundation for a sustainable

business relationship.

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region

- A trade fair with local delicacies



LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

Name Company



Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

PRODUCER 

EVENT
17 September 2022

14:00-14:30
REGISTRATION AND WELCOME

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

14:30-15:30
ACTIVITY 2

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

15:30-17:30
ACTIVITY 3

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

17:30-19:00
ACTIVITY 4

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region
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PRODUCER 

EVENT

17 September 2022

14:00 – 19:00 h

Companyroad 240, 

0000 Company City, 

Company Region

Learn more on  www.company.com and follow us on 

- A trade fair with local delicacies
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Annex 4: Guidelines and templates for “Celebrating SFSC - local heroes” 

 

  



   
 

   
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
“Building bridges between consumers and producers by 

supporting short food supply chains through a 
systemic, holistic, multi-actor approach-based 

Toolbox” 
(Grant Agreement 101000788) 

 

 

  

Guidelines for organising your own Celebration of local 

heroes 

This project has received funding from the European 

Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme 

under Grant Agreement N° 101000788 



 

   
 

 

Organise your own Celebration of local heroes! 
 

 

Making heroes out of food producers! 

 

 

 

The goal is to make heroes out of farmers and food producers who try to 

comply with the challenges of this time:  

more sustainable food production and shortening the food supply chain. 

 

Important transformations and development in the food landscape are often 

driven by farmers and food producers.  

 

To better understand the mechanisms of the development in food production 

and to stimulate acceleration of development of more sustainable food 

production and short food supply chains, we should focus on:  

1. best practices in developing sustainable food production in short food 

supply chains  

 

2. pay a tribute to the individuals and/or companies that make a difference.  

 

 

Remember that you can download templates for announcement and 
social media graphics. 

Please notice that the templates are examples which you can change 
to meet your requirements both in terms of colours, text and images. 

  

Remember to insert your own logo on the templates: position the mouse over the logo object and 

right click to replace with your own logo  

 



 

   
 

The Short Food Supply Chain Award 

Create your own concept for:  

The Short Food Supply Chain Award: a tribute to the local heroes that transform 

the food landscape 

The Short Food Supply Chain Award recognizes the most influential individual, farmer or 

food producer whose achievements, hard work and vision have contributed to an actual 

implementation of Short Food Supply Chain and thereby empowered the bridge between 

European producers and consumers.  

 

Criteria The award should be given to farmers, food producers or 

initiatives of innovative excellence who promote or 

contribute to: 

✓ The short food supply chain 

✓ An inspiring, pioneering and innovative approach 

✓ Healthy food products 

Jury 

 

Associations: 

✓ Farmers associations 

✓ Food associations 

Users: 

✓ Restaurants 

✓ Cafés 

✓ Institutional kitchens 

Consumers: 

✓ Make a survey with the candidates and share it with 

consumers/customers online or in local shops and 

ask for their vote. 

Others: 

✓ Food Clusters 

Press materials 

 

Please refer to the “Local Heroes Social Media Graphic 

Template”  

The award ✓ A video of the company/initiative, to promote 

themselves or their activity 



 

   
 

 ✓  A one-day trip to an interesting Food 

Fair/Exhibition/International food event/other 

✓ National and international exposure:  

The regional award winners are described and 

presented on the xx-award website and Facebook 

pages of xx  

✓ Or other activity/event of interest in your area 

How to suggest candidates 

 

Invite the target group to complete a simple online form or a 

form in shops 

Set up the event online  

 

Facebook 

LinkedIn 

Reminders Send out reminders on: 

✓ email to contacts / subscribers  

✓ homepage(s) 

✓ SoMe 

Past winners You may want to list the former years’ winners 

Important dates and 

locations 

 

✓ Deadline for submission of application 

✓ Announcement of the winner(s) 

✓ Award ceremony and presentations 

Marketing material 

 

If you need signs, roll ups or banners in the event area, order 

in due time.  

If you need photos and/or videos during the event, decide 

whether you have the necessary skills in your own 

organisation or need external assistance. Investigate 

options for external help and book accordingly. 

Evaluation of the event It may be beneficial for you to know whether the value (the 

outcome) of the event is high enough to justify the 

investment in organising the event again or whether you 

should optimise the concept. Maybe you do not want to do 

it again. 

GDPR: Remember Information about GDPR 



 

   
 

the General Data 

Protection Regulation 

 

When registering for this event, I am informed that [insert 

company name] stores information about me in its customer 

register. I am also aware that some of my information will be 

shared in connection with the handing out of a list of 

participants to the participants, to donors, to the venue and 

to the speakers at the event I am registered for. By 

registering for this event, I accept that [insert company 

name] may contact me regarding other relevant, 

professional events, opportunities and evaluations. Read 

our data policy at [insert link to your data policy]  

 



Making heroes out of 

food producers

The Local Short Food Supply Chain Award : a tribute to the 

local heroes that transform the food landscape

Short food supply chains are the most straightforward approach for connecting 

consumes and farmers/food producers, supporting consumers’ interest in direct 

purchasing and increasing the income for farmers/food producers.

To stimulate acceleration of development of more sustainable food production and 

short food supply chains, we should focus on best practices in developing regional 

and sustainable food production and pay a tribute to the individuals and/or 

companies that make a difference. 

Nominate your favourite - by 15 June

Nominations for the award are open, so if you know of a local farmer or food producer 

who should be recognised for the tremendous work they do, send an email with 

information about the candidate which you would like to nominate together with a 

very short motivation (6-10 lines) to info@shortfoodchains.com. Candidates may be 

nominated by individuals or organisations.

How to find the winners

The jury will visit and assess the nominated food producers. They will come

unannounced and possibly in teams. The winners will be revealed and celebrated on

xx (a local food event).

Criteria

The award should be given to farmers, food producers or initiatives of innovative 

excellence who promote or contribute to:

✓ Short food supply chains

✓ An inspiring, pioneering and innovative approach

✓ Healthy food products

Phone: 00 00 00 00 – E-mail: info@shortfoodchains.com - www.shortfoodchains.com

mailto:info@lshortfoodchains.com


Making heroes out of 

food producers

Phone: 00 00 00 00 – E-mail: info@shortfoodchains.com - www.shortfoodchains.com

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Name Company

mailto:info@lshortfoodchains.com


Making heroes out of 

food producers

Go to www.localfoodaward.com

to learn more

http://www.localfoodaward.com/
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